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bunched beam is investigated.
result is used to obtain a transverse beam stability criterion. Finally, the response of a
frequency spread to a transverse excitation (transfer function). The obtained
Landau damping is introduced by calculating the response of a coasting beam with
impedance on the bunch stability (Robinson instability) are calculated. The concept of
impedance on the bunch (potential bunch lengthening) and of a narrow band resistive
the Vlasov equation derived. With this as a base, the effects of a broad band reactive
of a single mode cavity. Longitudinal beam dynamics is then briefly discussed and
The concepts of wake potential and impedance are introduced in the example
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Field acting from one bunch to the next
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a small initial oscillation is increased resulting in an exponentially
field left. The phase of the field in the next turn can be such that
The next bunch, or the same bunch on the next turn, finds some
bunch induces fields in this cavity which oscillate and decay away.
Example: bunches in a storage ring going through a cavity. Each
change of the particle distribution.
the beam. This can lead to a frequency shift, an instability 0 2
ary conditions imposed by the beam surroundings and act back on
electromagnetic fields (self fields). They are modified by the bound
high intensity beam represent a charge and current which produce
external guide fields, initial conditions and synchrotron radiation. A
The motion of a single particle in a storage ring is given by the
OCR OutputCOHERENT BEAM INSTABILITIES
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{ ec s. OCR Outputliinally, we distinguish between longitudinal and transverse ef
fects with no memory (bunch lengthening)
the cavity fields (coupled bunch modes) and single—traversal ef
We distinguish between multi-traversal effects with memory of
of importance.
____V the transverse impedance and is therefore only in exceptional cases
The transverse particle distribution is usually not "resolved" by
for the case of bunch lengthening.
consistent solution has to be found which is usually only attempted
modes of oscillation are change and no longer independent. A self
For strong self-fields, however, the particle distribution and the
and check each for stability.
As disturbances we consider some orthogonal modes of oscillation
For small self-fields the particle distribution in the bunch is given.
frequency is changed (frequency shift).
lation is increased (instability) or decreased (damping) or if the
c) Calculate the effect of these fields and check if the initial oscil
taking into account the boundary condition (impedance).
b) Consider small oscillation and calculate the fields it produces
a) Calculate the stationary particle distribution.
steps:
effects can be treated as a perturbation. This is done in three
Usually the fields are small compared to the guide fields and their
2c,g OCR Outputt/LC
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damping rate or:
for a cavity are resonance frequency wr, quality factor Q and
R8, an inductance Land a capacity C'. l\/lore convenient parameters
mation, be treated as such. The RCL circuit has a shunt impedance
Such a cavity resembles an RCL - circuit and can, in good appro><i—
duced fields oscillate for a relatively long time and provide a memory.
Cavities can cause coupled—bunch mode instabilities since the in
Cavity resonance
RLC circuit equivalent to a cavity resonance
c Z2 L
bunch
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Using L = R8/(w,.Q)and C = Q/(w,.R8)we get the differential
I=I]g-l-[C-I-IL =·;;_··—l·CV
Differentiating with respect to t gives
V}2=V0=V1;=V, [12+I0+IL=[
and the relations between the voltages and currents
dt
, - , R=1'1zR$, Vc=—,:/Jodi, V1,=L (U1,
each element
lf this circuit is driven by a current [we have the voltages across
AY
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RS and then also through the inductance L
The charged capacitor Cvvill now discharge first through the resistor
/i:1}77l 2::
TR w S
where we introduced the parasitic mode loss factor
ZC ·-— ln - q Vpmq v
U E i i (14 gi 0)]-125 2
charge
The energy stored in the capacitor equals the energy lost by the
s VW) = 7; =q wr]? S
The charge qwill charge up the capacity to a voltage
JU) = <1<5<*)
ity) to a delta function pulse (very short bunch), Fig. 3,
We calculate the response ofthe RCL—circuit (representing a cav
Equivalent RLC circuit driven by a delta pulse
v+$é v+o?v Z %-#17` - 7‘]2€ 9
c OJ,.rw-q #0)





which for a large quality factor Q > 1 simplifies to OCR Output
—— --15— -——jG(t) = 2}c1,,,,e`°'t [cos [wml} 1 5 ) sin wr,1-—/Fr §—~———————— F-?
function G(t). For our resonator we have
charge is called wake potential of a point charge or also Green
, looses U = q’V(t). This energy gain/loss per unit source and probe
the time t = O. A second charge q' going through the cavity gains or
This voltage is induced by a charge q going through the cavity at
—— --———V(t) = 2qkp,,,e`°t lcos |w,.\l1 1 5 t) 4Q sin wr1- ——t,/I 2Q,/1 —— gmgl
gives for the voltage in a resonator excited at 1: : O by [(25) = qdt
A = 2s kp,,,q and -—— Act —l— .BLc),—`l]. — = -———%f—2 .1 km u
and satifying the above initial conditions with
sm w. ———— 1 is .? ’\l 2— |Ba+Aw|1 "*
—— I · 4Q
cos w,.|1 *V(t)=e Qt -—Acz—l-Bw,.l1————1 #{-15 4Q2l
V(t) = e“°" Acos whll -———t -l—Bsi11lw, I1- -7-t`}4Q? 3) 4Q!
tive
The solution ofthe homogeneous differential equation and its deriva
= ——/;—q· l/(0+) = Zkpmq and V(U+) 2 Tk)77Z gi
The resonance circuit has now the initial conditions
the voltage and current is the imneclance. lr is Q funntinn nf OCR Output
does not absorb energy, it is called reactive. The ratio between
term of the voltage is out of phase with the exciting current and
current. lt can absorb energy and is called resistive term. The sine
The voltage has a cosine term which is in phase with the exciting
1+ cy
ifinVV) Z IRS fi
A cos wt + Q¥—}°$*#siu wt ( l l l
2 2
becomes
The voltage induced by the harmonic excitation of the resonator
(wg — w)A+ —§`—B = O and (wg — w)B,2—- —T—A =w.w 2 w.w ,. Irl. ; OJ w
the differential equation gives
solution of the form Vft) = A coslwt) —|—B siufwt). Inserting it ' to
which disappears after some time. We are left with the particular
The solution of the homogeneous equation is a damped oscillation
).. _ V —l·—;;V + w?V = @.7 == ···@§·1wS1ll(LUli.1E ..12
I = Icosfwt) which gives the differential equation
We take a harmonic excitation of the circuit with a current





1 + 4Q*1 + JJQ
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° W"Zlw) W = Its
or lw — w,.l/tu,. = |Aw|/tu,. < land can be simplified
For a large quality factor the impedance is only large for to z uy,.
1+Q2E`J. 22-221+jQ~<~· <%L),2: <·) 2 2 2 `
Z RS 2Z R8
1— JQ···"’i,Z,‘;’2
ZW) Z Z? Z R@Z;Zjr"E;ygg;»;.»;·
and for the impedance which is defined as the ratio V/I
wVb€_|_j lg/;)€_|_w3K4)€:J. T .. . . _ 7_ R , . 2ywtw wx]wt]wtww Sgtul
complex, one gets
solution of the form l/(if) = %exp(jwt), where l/{lis in general
of the excited resonance with I(t) = Iexp(jwt) and seeking a
Z'••, V + ZEV ·lZ wg
equation
which leads to more compact expressions. `Taking the differential
It) = [e""’” with — 00 f w §_ 00
It is often more convenient to use a complex notation
_
with O §oz f 00.I(t) = Icos(wt) = I
Aejwt —jwt + Q
form
Complex notation:We have used a harmonic excitation ofthe
—w
22Z,·(U)) = R8 w , Zi(<,U) = ··.R_,
cet-——Z;;'’2
frequency wand has a resistive Z,.(w)and a reactive_part Zi(w)
A!
this reverses the sign Z£(w). OCR Output
Caution; sometimes one uses I (ri) = .Ye”*‘°* instead of IU;) = Iowa,
li < U ——> G(t) = O 110 Helds before pa1‘i;ic1e EL1`l'iV€S.
—' t __ { .·‘ . · v G(t)e JW dt, Z(w) - I`ou11e1L1a.11sio1111of G(t)
- °° Z(w) - /_OO
Z,{w) = Z,.(—w) , Zi(w) = —Zi(——w),
3HCi SOm€ properties to any i|T`ip€Ci3IiCt3 OI' wake [)Ot€ll'[i3i
|w| < w,. —+ Zi(w) > O(i11duci;ive)
w = w,. -—> Z,.(w,) 11a.sz1,111z1xi111u111, Zi(w,) = U
The resonator impedance has some specific properties:
Green function and impedance of a resonance
Q=15.0Q=3.0
z,(a)z,(¤)
..1i __.·· __¤/ra, -si/wk











Transverse mode in a cavity during excitation and deflection OCR Output
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transfer to the transverse motion.
fields are in phase with the transverse velocity leading to an energy
A real transverse impedance means that the transverse deflecting
. fylw)
Zw= —yl) [Elo;) + [gc >< ]§(ta)]]Tris
y. With y = Qejwf we have y = jwy and
relate the fields to the vertical velocity rather than to the position
moment ly is out of phase with the deflecting field. lt is clearer to
The right hand side is multiplied with j since the driving dipole
fylw)ZT(w) = j
_, __ _' + [/3c >< B(w)]]Tr1s
current
integrated deflecting field per unit dipole moment of the exciting
netic field deflecting the particles. The transverse impedance is the
distance. A quarter oscillation later this mode has a transverse mag
a deflecting mode having a longitudinal electric field increasing with
OCR OutputOCR OutputOCR OutputOCR OutputOCR OutputOCR OutputA bunch going through a cavity with a displacement gg can excite
Fourier transform (Fourier shift theorem) OCR Output
A shift of the time domain function produces a phase factor in the
\/gr l. . s 1 r - T ·¢~(*·">(1r-- T : ·¤~"1 ls ( > Q (w~—- °° - /_OO (
—J~¤T
X/·§7?IT(w) = °° 1 re -2* ·j%1r f_OO ( le
current and spectrum would be ofthe form [Mt) = [(2f — T) and
Had this bunch passed by the observer at an earlier time T its
M
1 : (wl °° 1; ·f~*1r. /_OO ( le <
transform
The spectrum of this single bunch traversal is given by the Fourier
`iOI’ITI Wl1iCl1 WE BSSUITIE {Of COHV€Hl€HC€ IO l)€ Symm€UlC iF
We consider a single traversal at t = 0 of a bunch having the






Spectrum of a stationary bunch
IMPEDANCE





Z e`= 27r Z 6(LU — 27rp) and 6(da;) =jl"”
Using the relation
k=—·oo
Mw) Z 5 €·¤~'”¤1(w)
The spectrum is obtained using the shift theorem
k
Ik(z&) = Z I(t — kTU).
with revolution time T0. lt represents a current
Next we take the case of a bunch circulating in a storage ring







For low frequencies I, x 2[U.
/ OCR Output
Ik(t) = In —l- Ip c0s(pwUt) with [P = -E;?;.f(pw0).
easier to develop it into a Fourier series
the bunch current Ik(t) is a periodic function it would have been
We used here a Fourier transform in view of later applications. Since
X/gpI is : I + kl ) u I ru is g (pwulcvslp U )
2(UU 00 ..
quency terms gives
I(—pw0) = I(pwU)so that combining positive and negative fre
Since we assumed [(t)to be symmetric we have ](pwU) is real and
\/ggpzoo1 a¤¤g(PWD)1 i : kl)
, -¤*
wo °° ~
N/21r y/21r p:-aa °°
1,c(¢) = j°° ik(o)y~*dw Z ‘°° "’°°"S5 jany-pwU)1(w)i#~*uw ‘
An inverse Fourier transform gives the current in time domain,
p=·OO
Ik(w) = wg E i(w)<5(w -—pwU).
formed current is
where wu = 2n/T0 is the revolution frequency. The Fourier trans
p=—o0k:-qq Tg p=-oo





l/Mt) = gi 1:(pwU) (Z,.(pwU) cos(pwUt) — Zi(pwU) si11(pwU1;))2wU
the fact that Z(U) = O
symmetry conditions Z,.(—·w) = Z,.(w) , Zi(—w) = —Zi(w) and
or, by combining positive and negative frequencies and observing the
N/5% P200 I Z e" (pw) (wu)1w 6 U
wo OO ~
I/Mt) =.— 53%]):OOii(w)<5(w — pw0)Z(w)ef"’trlw
,. and in time domain
pz-00
l/Mw) = I;g(w)Z(w) = wg ?@.f(w)<$(ur — pw0)Z(w)
domain
Z(w) the circulating stationary bunch induces a voltage in frequency
ln the presence of a cavity resonance or any general impedance
L'? OCR Output
where Nis the number of particles and Ig the current of the bunch.
mgM.,
U ·· T · Z ··’·»Z··(*’“¤’
Wt. 2<¤3<¢ 2321 l!<1>¤»¤>I Z,-(M) e OO~ 2
particle Uis
This is the energy loss of the whole bunch. The average loss per
relations Z,.(uz) = Z,.(-cu) , Zi(w) = —Zi(—w).
for the Fourier transform of a real function I(t), and the symmetry
where we used i(w)f(—-w) = 1:(w)f*(w)) = |f(w)|2, which is true
P00
Wb = wu 2I1(pwr>I Z(pwn) == 2wn EZ lf(pwu)I Zr~(1¤wu)OO ~ 2X ~ 2
Tg = 2p/wg. We have therefore p : —p'
vanishes except for p —l— p' = ()in which case it takes the valu
(cos(w0(p —l— p’)t) —l— j si11r(wU(p + p’)t)) dtei°’°(p+"')idt =
The integral
2W __ I P-"‘°°z1=—o0
&rr I°¤~~<r+r’>‘— E i E I i ’ z ’ /‘err- (Pwr) (P wu) (p wu) ..
so that
VW) = ?p"""ii(1>'wu)Z(1¤'w¤><jg; FEW
\/§,?p=001 r = k()
P~<>*i eJ\/.2(PWO)"’°°°
From Sections 3.1 and 3.2
r, = f 1k(r)v;.(r)dr.WA
due to the impedance Z(w) is
The energy lost by the circulating stationary bunch in one turn







Ap/p z AE/E = e. OCR Output
assume this to be the case and use an ultra·relativistic approximation
Many machines work far above transition energy and 1; as oz. We will
E < ET ———>—§> cv, ——+ ry < 1 —+ w0increa.seswitl1AE.
E > ET —-—>——% < og -> 7] > 1 —+ wg decreaseswith AE
momentum (or energy) changes sign
7T = 1/Q2 for which the dependence of the revolution frequency on
with n = oil/72. There is a transition energy ET = m0c2ryT with
—""-`—
— -“
_ ”`—"Z"%E>’ E l Ap Oi? —r7AL ‘AL¢J() ATO
changed
length L, the revolution time T0 and the revolution frequency wg are
orbit which is displaced by Aa: = cuAp/p. As a result the orbit
OCR OutputOCR OutputOCR OutputOCR OutputOCR OutputA particle with a momentum deviation Ap has a different closed
the stability criterion. OCR Output
dependence of the revolution frequency is reversed which changes
figure, and leads to an instability. Below transition energy the
a damping of the oscillation. lf tu,. > pwo this is reversed, right
looses less energy when it has a lack of energy. This leads to
and looses more energy when it has an energy excess and it
frequency cu,. < pwg, left figure, the bunch sees a higher impedance
is tuned to a resonant frequency being slightly smaller than the RF
is high and wm, large when the energy is smaii. lf the cavity
transition the revolution frequency wm, is small when the energy
e(t) = écos(w8t) its revolution frequency is modulated. Above
While the bunch is executing a coherent dipole mode oscillation
;- Eor pwm, = pwu [ 1 -— cx
AEAEAww,
on its energy deviation AE
The revolution frequency wm, of the circulating bunch depends
Z(w) of which we consider only the resistive part Z,..
ing a cavity resonance with resonance frequency w,. and impedance
by considering a single bunch circulating in a storage ring and excit
We start with a qualitative treatment of the Robinson instability





















rate cviuto account against the the ll1lCO1`l`€Ct»€(l mtu
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provided by Landau damping. OCR Output
be measured. lt will then be used to treat the transverse stability
beam response to a harmonic or pulse excitation which can actually
will look at it from an experimental point of view and relate it to the
ferent ways, each giving a correct description of the effect l·lere we
related to Landau damping. Landau damping can be treated in dif
the incoherent oscillations continue. This effect is at least closely
we observe only the coherent oscillation, we observe damping but
oscillation) usually decreases; also called mixing or filamentation. ll
coherent) betatron frequencies the centre—of-mass motion (coherent
particles continue to oscillate. However, due to their different (in
oscillation. ln the absence of any incoherent damping the individual
frequency. After a delta pulse deflection it will execute a betatron
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frequency and the individual resonant frequency.
oscillation will depend on the difference w—wp between the exe. `ng
the frequency of excitation w but the phase ofthe individual particle
of the particles. All particles will undergo a forced oscillation with
with a frequency w being inside or close to the frequency distribution
';` GC_iwt
force to all the particles resulting in an acceleration
f(wp) can be regarded as being continuous. We apply a harmonic
tal number of particles Nshould be large such that the distribution
distribution f(wp) appears at positive and negative wg. The to
volving Fourier transforms. It should, therefore, be noted that the
We use positive and negative frequencies for later application in
7Ndwp/2,, 1 OO ilil ——- ‘ cl = 1, ‘. = l — . (wa) W1 1 2, /_,,,, f (wa) wa J tw) J < wl
1
resonant frequencies wp and a frequency distribution
We take a set of harmonic oscillators with different individual
Basic assumptions
Response of a set of oscillators to a harmonic excitation
{AZ
wp + w(wp w OCR Output··· /‘°°— ) p /‘°° ;d wf<~a··· ....M pl : .. w
the symmetry property of the distribution f(wp) = f(——wp) gives
The dipole moment ofthe beam is simply D ·-·== N < y >. Using
wp + w
< '·“<"“’) > 00 oo """_‘······t—C1l "‘ 47rw f—<» w—— w wg /‘°"ffwp) ffwp) —‘—‘"‘d /? wlpGe`f‘“
f/<#,¢)2éAp = 2;*responses weighted with the distribution ffwp) f{
sion < y > of the response is obtained by averaging the individual
or seen by the transverse impedance. This centre of mass excur
ber of particles. This is the quantity measured by position monitors
of their centre of mass i.e. the dipole moment divided by the num
know the response of the individual oscillators but onlythe response
cies wp with a continuous distribution f(wp). We do not want to
The whole set of oscillators contains the individual resonant frequen
(wv ··<»»)(wr¤ + M) 2w l<¤»¤·- M) wa + wl
G l 1
gives
Factorizing the denominator and expressing it in partial fractions
w__ wA -—w —l-w?=G =-w-————. y v y g 2
A 2 ~ 2 A G
Seeking particular solutions ofthe form y = ;e}exp(—iwt) leads to
8%*5 B2 _ " -‘¢·l· CU?] — G6 zw .
equation
a harmonic excitation with frequency w is given by the differential
The response of a single oscillator with resonant frequency wp to
,/ Q
this frequency lies outside the incoherent frequency distribution.
of the distribution fha) at the exciting frequency tu. It vanishes lf
oscillations, Landau damping. lt is is proportional to the density
clarified later. The real part absorbs energy it can damp coherent
absorbs energy from the excitation. However, this point has to be
resistive and reactive parts. We ta ke the positive sign since the beam
acceleration out of phase indicating no energy exchange, also cailed
an absorption of energy, and an imaginary part with velocity and
part, with the velocity and the acceleration in phase, leading to
of charge < 3] > and the applied acceleration G. _lt has a real
This gives a relation between the velocity response of the centre
2rr
< y >= f()I 1rw— zPV /——‘ 1l(j)r1rop] wp ·— cuGr —iwt 6
< y >= —zw < y > e
`f°’t
related to the centre-of—charge position obtained above by
point we calculate the centre of charge velocity < 3) >which is
We have to investigate the physical meaning of this. To clarify this
PV OO ¤ tl Jgiadris W., - a C r in l/-00 ;.iT.iz flwni wflwnl ‘”flwni . dw·
principle value integral defined as
The integral has an imaginary part of ambiguous sign and a real
—d rs,. - ..> wrA ~»>=—~—— y<~> 2..... . f (wrt) :l: ‘·l— PV —~———nf<~> f
value integral
tegration contains a pole which leads to a residue and a principle
lf the exciting frequency tu lies inside the distribution f(w,,)the in
<> mw) aa ——-——27rw /‘°° wn — tuf(tup) ———d w
Ge"l"’l
which results for the response
54 4 OCR Output
wp
, -, , Slllwl;—- ———s111wtf) (,;)l . OCR OutputG 1 1 ———=· --——-—— -—-——-·—· 2w (wp —— w) wg + w
y Z Si11(Lt}t) "‘- Sl1I(U}l]t)
This gives for the general solution




rest until the time t = Uwhen the excitation starts,
the initial conditions. We take the case where the oscillators are at
To determinethe integration constants Aand B we have to specify
CUB —· lx)
y = A si11(w/gt) + B cos(w,;t) + —§—i——§ si11(wt).
The general solution is a combination of the two,
0yp = 5%-5--E si11(wt).
and a particular solution
Uh = Asiniwpt) + B c0s(wpt)
This equation has a homogeneous solution
d _ - —l— cozy = G s111(wt).z · g
which are more lengthy but more transparent.
evolution ofthe response using real notation This leads to derivations
the underlying physics. For this purpose we now discuss the time
which leads to Landau damping we would like to better understand
excitation is due to the residue of the integral. Since it is this term
We saw that the resistive part ofthe beam response to a harmonic
9%/`
£6»€$£¢V,' G : OCR Output
frequency close to the exciting frequency gain large amplitudes.
low. For the resistive (in phase) term the oscillators with resonant
in frequency leading to some cancellation in the integration to fol
increases particles oscillating with opposite phase are close together
for different times tafter the start of the excitation. As this time
difference (wp—w) between the resonant and the exciting frequency
figure the envelope of the oscillation is shown as a function of the
also contain an oscillatory term with frequency (wp —— w). ln the
second term they are in phase. This is not exact since both terms
velocity and acceleration are basically out of phase while for the
with resonant frequency wp. For the first term in the square bracket
The above equation gives the velocity response for a single oscillator
(wp - wl+ Sm(wt) &Q wp + wsi11((wp — w)t) _ si11((wp +u
—————————— wp + w————————— (wp — w)_ V I ( t) = — cos w y "
1 — cos((wp —- w)t) 1 —— cos((wp + w)t)
wp = (wp + w) — w in the second term of the parenthesis,
and substitute wp with wp = w + (wp —— w)in the first term and
wp + w
cos(wt) — cos(wpt) cos(wt) — cos(wpt)G 2 (wp —— w)
oscillator response
We differentiate with respect to tto get the velocity‘of the single
sez?
the form (cos((wp — w)t)). As the time tincreases this term has OCR Output
The out of phase (reactive) part which has an oscillatory term of
2rr
_'_'d R w
. K ' °”—"—"—"`/—°°jlwl3) um —wsi11((w/3 -— u,·)l:)GSl11(wt) OO
at
<>= y d wpO . ·———————— l-- l W as -- a1 -— cos((01!; — w)t)Gcosfwt) O
which gives for the velocity response
(wp )
dw dw6f·¤¤— ru B : /;·¤¤ wg + to_ w s111((w/3 — w)t) _ 00 s111(wp;wt)
and
wp —l— cu(wp ) dw/3dwB : _ /*°°f—°°— 0;
00 1 — cos((wp + w)t)m 1- cos((wp — w)t)
_.,__ distribution f(wH) using f(——w6)we can show that
particle response over the resonant frequency wp weighted with the
We calculate the centre-of—mass response by integrating the single
Time evolution ofthe beam response to a harmonic excitation
€;{¢r7’»•A?>¢•




nzsrsmvs t-2 Rmicmn t-2_;i ,3
Mw
w- is OCR Output. . . 11111 <r >= —— s111 wt rr ‘ w -l- cos wt PV J ( lf(l ( l
——f(W__wf(°’x¤l ———·——d·G ZW
the beam response we get
Collecting the results obtained for the reactive and resistive part of
"’°° (wrt ·· wl
in r), ).°— i Z mia--1,
is independent of zi. We can therefore replace by the 6-function
°°· w(wu l
twithout limits. Furthermore, the integral
about unity and the above expression grows with increasing time
For wp % wand very large i the function sirz,c((wp e- w)t)wi|l be
will vanish as long as the distribution ffwp) is sufficiently smoot
phase for small changes in wp. The integration over this frequency
For wp gé w and large t the above expression oscillates with opposite
wg —- w (wig — oJ)f
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the integral of the form
The resistive (in phase) term of contains an oscillatory term under
—-d (U
_ PV r ————-—-—— /!(wnl wg _ w1 — cos((wg -— w)t)
,,3;;,, ‘‘f(°’f’l1l¥.i,s( -6 OO t @5 (/ss tl lcos((w); — w)t) _ *;**dw··
term by the principle value integral
time tincreases and we can replace the integral over the reactive
This central part wp ~ w becomes more and more narrow as the
(1 - cos((wp —— w)t) ——> 1 except for the oscillators with w_,; z w.
The integration over wp will therefore vanish and we can replace
opposite phase_for smaller and smaller frequency differences in wp.
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This is the same result as that already obtained more quickly using
GU) = Gsi11(wt)
We used the excitation
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graction of the oscillators. OCR Outputoes, therefore, into large oscillation amplitudes obtained by a small
amplitudes. The energy absorbed by the beam from the exciter
frequencies close to the exciting frequency wl; z zu, attain large
c) From the figure it is clear that a few oscillators, having resonant
fied both possibilities are contained in the beam response equation.
Since in the complex notation the initial conditions were not speci
such that the exciting acceleration takes energy out of the beam.
lating initially with a particular distribution in amplitude and phase
However, it is in principle possible to have a set of particles oscil
tions. Usually one excites a set of oscillators being initially at res,.
b) The sign of the residue can be determined from the initial conr
is sufficient to excite for a time zi > 1/Awp.
tion does not change significantly over a frequency range of Aw/3 it
which the distribution f(w/g) has to be considered. If this distribu
time. How long this time has to be depends on the resolution with
a) The result is only correct if the excitation has lasted for a long
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excitation is the cosine Fourier transform of the oscillator distribution
The center-of—mass response of the oscillator set to a delta pulse
the Fourier transform and its inverse.
2W
= f(w)e`J°‘”dt and T ) ' {/in ffwlcfwlrlwF fj; 1 A
Where we call here
. . _ . f(wrrl¤<>S<wrrt)<1wrr· = yufwélf (wml
. yu co exit) >= 5; LO.,
particle response over the distribution
To response of the centre of charge is the average of the single
= QU cos(wpt), ylt) = %`isi11(wpt).
monic oscillation with it own resonant frequency wp
such that it has an initial velocity = yo. Each executes a har
distribution f(wp) and at the time t = U give each particle a kick
We take the set of oscillators with resonant frequencies wp and
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transform of the pulse response yft). The imaginary part ·1¤,(w} is
The real part of the transfer function r‘,.(w) is the cosine Fourier
: : 7`#‘(w)> Z ~7:c¤sl9(f)l·
g(t)cos(wt)dt = ]’(wB)6(<J.>,j — w)r1Yw/;
This gives
— 2 _OO , coswtcoswdw =rr6(u1;——w. B B . /
1 OO
cos(w[;t) cos(w)dw/3
The integration over tresults in the 6-function
2
g(t)c0S(wt)dt ilw/3jW cosfwpt) c:os(wI;)rl/rltu/;___jA
the transfer function. Correspondingly
lt is twice the inverse cosine Fourier transform of the real part of
— FQ, lflwrsll = 29%; l7‘r·(<¤,<¢,ll·
glil = = cos(w/r)<Zw/r
·` t 1
The pulse response, also called Green function, is
The response is called the transfer function.
. = - nfld:) — zPV @5-dwp] wg —- uz1 Q{7T
(J
r·(w) = r·,.(w) + rZr·,(w) =
For the velocity response to a harmonic excitation we got
6 -puIse excitation
Relation between the response to a harmonic and to a
W7 OCR Output
The beam transfer function can he meacurerl OCR Output
guments.
the pulse response g(t) is real and that it vanishes for negative ar
is called a Hilbert transform and is a consequence ofthe fact that
p wl wp'lw) 2r /‘°° (w »¤ p it /‘°° (wp - ~>(rv—<<¤¤)1 00 f (wal 1 dw
The relation between real and imaginary part ofthe transfer function
C
r·(w) = rr(w)+iri(w). 5;/ i 1` 1 . , 1 EA? = -2,PV
and the transfer function is related to the particle distribution f(wp)
glt) = r*(w)e"’”dw1 fj;) ;
and
·r(w) = /1; g(t)ei°"tdt = A)O°g(t)ei"’tdt
and vice versa
tion is the Fourier transformation of the Green function
transform of the pulse response g(2€). Therefore the transfer func
the imaginary part of the transfer function being the sine Fourier
g(t)si11(wt)dt = f`Si,,[g(t)],rr(w) =
which gives
(u l dwp : ——vrsi11(wt)/3; -w· w
· t iw)
The integral over wp is
1 aa aa cos(wpt)




back system before it becomes incoherent. OCR Output
(little Landau damping) and damp the coherent; motion with a feed
RF-noise). For this case it is better to have a small frequency spread
increase of the beam dimension (increased bunch length in case of
oscillation amplitude for the individual particles. This results in an
motions is excited, dies out quickly but leaves some finite incoherent
by external noise (e.g. RF-noise for bunched beams). A coherent
The situation is different in case the beam is continuously excited
tance blow-up.
plane thanks to Landau damping do not show any significant emit
motion of some particles. Beams which are stable in the transverse
also only an infinitesimal amount of energy goes into the incoherent
words, the instability is prevented at infinitesimal amplitudes a l
impedance can amplify it the instability will never occur. ln other
quency spread makes this coherent motion disappear faster than the
charge) motion can occur due to statistical fluctuations. lf the ire
an instability at its on—set. Example: a small coherent (center-—of
beam. The fact that this ce_nter-of-mass motion decays can prevent
beam induces a field in this impedance which will act back on the
representing an impedance. The center-of-mass motion of the
lnstabilities in .a storage ring are caused by the beam surroundings
usually in a non-exponential fashion.
have different phases such that the center of mass mation decreases,
their different resonant frequency the individual oscillations will soon
particles start an oscillation which will continue. However, due to
We also looked at the response to a delta pulse excitation. All
with resonant frequencies close to the excitation frequency.
This energy goes into increasing amplitude of relatively few particles
is a resistive term which absorbs energy from the coherent excitation.
We looked at the beam response to a harmonic excitation. There
nant frequencies with a smooth distribution.
We started with a set of oscillators (beam) having different reso
OCR OutputOCR OutputLandau damping
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fixing t, the mode rn. gives the number of waves around the ring. OCR Output
For fn, = 0 all particles move together. lf the motion is frozen by
yn = Q cos(vz.(} — wt) , or yn = gje° ("0`"°’fl
can be described as
with a number ri of undulations around the circumference. They
with a simple phase relation. We classify the modes as closed waves
in simple modes where all the particles go up and down together or
can execute such a motion in different modes. We are interested
and a vertical oscillation y = giQcos(QwUt). This beam as a whole
such that the motion of each particle consists of a rotations G == wut,
The beam executes at the same time a vertical betatron oscillation
whith ry = or —— 1/72 and N the number of particles.
N dp
F, A = 1f P)
1 dN
from the central values with distribution function
Awe = —w0J7
A p
distribution in momentum deviation Ap and
and corresponding revolution frequency woe. The particles have a
We consider coasting (unbunched) with a central momentum po
Transverse oscillation modes of a coasting beam
LANDAU DANIPING
TRANSVERSE STABILITY OF A COASTING BEAM AND
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and slow waves
:`- (lfbf 7Lf >
nient to divide these modes into fast waves
where n goes through positive and negative integers. lt is c0nve—
w : (rz —l— Q)w0 = wp,
or
i(nUg+nwUt——w£) ___ ‘gnO0—iQw0f.
9 = Hg + wut. This gives
an individual particle. Such a particle also has an azimuthal motion
at a fixed location 9. The vertical oscillation frequency is Qwo for
We now determine the frequency ru seen by a stationary observer
modes are often called fast or forward, and slow or backward, waves.
by a particle in front of a reference particle. These two classes of
ing on a phase advance or a phase lag of the oscillation executed
The mode number rr can take positive or negative values depend









Aww = (Q’—n<m+Q))<¤¤-r, LBUJBS = (Q'--irlm-QllwuApAp
location
This leads to a spread in betatron frequency observed at a fixed
pAp/2>Q=·EQ··=Q··, €=
A A E'l2 AC g/Q
ity #5
Also the tune Q depends on the momentum through the chromatic
··· "‘AUJ0 =-' *‘LUU7];L‘;, 7] = O!
wg depends on Ap
frequency spread wp through two effects. The revolution frequency
The spread in momentum of the particles results in a betatron
Z/= OCR Output
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GU
oscillation is observed close to the exciter
We solve this for § and assume that 0 = U which means that the
T€·[__(nw0 ____ LU)+ wgQ|3]:0€2 2i(rz0—wt) : (;°r—iwt
and the equation of motion becomes
ar are 00 ar 0y
zi *— ""’”l”’°“" wly
dy Gy Gy · Gy Gy
tion we get
Using this and the relation between absolute and partial differentia
y = @€i(rr0—wt)
stationary observer as
We are seeking a solution where a string of particles appear to a
d
+ w3Qy Z Gdz A - g 2G-wt
and revolution frequency w is
The equation of motion for a particle with betatron wave number
rnryym 27rR
G = ;_ : GyZ
m e[E —l— [Bc >< LG
s s
""¤2’
averaged over one revolution y _ ·· {2 [2+
tromagnetic device of length LG. lt results in an acceler `orr G }
We apply a periodic transverse force to the beam by an elec
Response of the beam to a transverse excitation
J wr
and replacing wp] by wps OCR Output
The expression for the slow wave is obtained by changing the sign
Zwwu
<>=—<>=— y 8 rw y
—d . ww _ w wml
Gwe"°"t f(wpf) - ——‘.F’V -———-—lrrflwl Z /
velocity < 3] > of the centre centre—of-mass motion
parts can be made more clear by calculating the beam response in
did not fix the initial conditions. The physical meaning of the two
and an imaginary residue the sign of which is ambiguous since we
"PV"wl1ich is obtained by excluding the pole with a small gap
tor vanishes. Such an integral has two parts; a principle value
This integral goes over a pole at w : wpf where the denomina
. d i M wHf ul¤ -——-—— PV ——-——=-—2QwUl fwwf _ cwf (wm)
mA A <> = d = ———U 1 / f (wwlylww) ww 2QwU / ww _ wG f (ww) -——————-cl w
distribution ffwpf) which is normalized such that ff(wpf)dwpf.··=27r
by an integration over the single particle response weighted with the
JM We find the response for the centre of charge for the fast wave case
(gl “ I (gl 1 1 G f 2Qwg(wpf—-w) ’ G s 2Qw0(wps——w)°
these cases
fast, or to the frequency wps of the slow wave. We approximate for
exciting frequency w is either close to the frequency wps o\f the
This is the response of a single particle. I1; is only large if the
by the self forces. OCR Output
one we assume that an oscillation, once started, is just kept going
stability By replacing the external excitation with the self induced
This gives a condition for which the beam is just at the limit of
V _ 2 J 4rrQmUc ry wps —— w J cups.
_ _ ZCIZT [ f (wp.-;)
and
J 47TQ'IILUC2’)/ wg] — Lu
1 _ “’ _ d wlif
iC[Zy· [ flwrpf)
the fast and the slow wave (T"'/“°.°'°,/&l
Substituting this in the expression for the beam response we get for
')*'lILU27T1E
'Z€ZT[ < y >
due to the self ficlds induced
beam. We assume now that the acceleration G is not external but
the oscillating beam induces fields in it which will act back on the
fy(w)Z __ T(w) — --7,
.l§¤**{E(w> + me X B(w)]]Td$
The beam surroundings represent a transverse impedance Zy
J 2QwU wpf — ul Bf_< y >: ..
. dwG€—iwt
is for the fast wave
’I7”L()')'
< e[E"—l— [Bc ><>·
nal acceleration G
The centre—of-charge (coherent) response of the beam to a exter
Transverse beam stability criterion
diagram. OCR Output
Plotting the above equality for a real frequency gives the stability
zmsos §§?gM<.
- = V —l— `U ~ = ————— T Z Y ‘
[Z 8C *1*
and
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growing instability. We write the above condition slightly different
w or fl. As long as this frequency has no imaginary part there is no
numbers. This represents a mapping the impedance to the frequency
bility. ln this expression the integral and the impedance are complex
the maximum impedance ZT which still does not lead to an insta
each value of the driving frequency w (or its normalized value f),
This expression allows us to find, for given beam parameters, for
J4rrEQS { — fs
1: _ dg?
_ [Z wc T r f(€8>
and
Lmzos J 5- 5,
dg f
' zecIZy~ [ f(§f)
and get
f(€r) = Sflwprl » _f(€s) = Sflwnsl
€f=észi {z0 o *gf igH
at half height S of the distribution f(wp).
given by the form of the distribution. We introduce the half width
pends on the different beam parameters from the one which is just
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